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a b s t r a c t
Stable isotope analyses have emerged as an insightful tool for ecologists, with quantitative methods being
developed to analyse data at the population, community and food web levels. In parallel, functional ecologists have developed metrics to quantify the multiple facets of functional diversity in a n-dimensional
space based on functional traits. Here, we transferred and adapted metrics developed by functional
ecologists into a set of four isotopic diversity metrics (isotopic divergence, dispersion, evenness and
uniqueness) complementary to the existing metrics. Specifically, these new metrics are mathematically
independent of the number of organisms analysed and account for the abundance of organisms. They
can also be calculated with more than two stable isotopes. In addition, we also provide a procedure for
calculating the levels of isotopic overlap (similarity and turnover) between two groups of organisms.
These metrics have been implemented into new functions in R made freely available to users and we
illustrated their application using stable isotope values from a freshwater fish community. Transferring
the framework developed initially for measuring functional diversity to stable isotope ecology will allow
more efficient assessments of changes in the multiple facets of isotopic diversity following anthropogenic
disturbances.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
During the last three decades, stable isotope analyses have
been widely used by ecologists as an integrative tool in food
web ecology (Parnell et al., 2010; Phillips and Gregg, 2003). Stable isotope analyses provide a time-integrated measurement of
the relationship between consumers and their resources and they
have been increasingly used to quantify the trophic implications
of a wide range of ecological processes (Fry, 2006; Layman et al.,
2012), including individual specialization (Araújo et al., 2007;
Cucherousset et al., 2011; Vander Zanden et al., 2010) and trophic
subsidies (Cole et al., 2006; Larson et al., 2011; Solomon et al., 2011).
Moreover, stable isotope analyses have widely been used to quantify the ecological consequences of human-induced disturbances
(e.g. Cucherousset et al., 2012a; Gratton and Denno, 2006; Vander
Zanden et al., 1999).
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Stable isotope analyses are powerful to quantify the interactions between organisms and the fluxes of energy in terrestrial,
marine or freshwater ecosystems (Fry, 2006). Several tools have
been developed to analyse stable isotope data (reviewed in Layman
et al., 2012), including mixing models to quantify the relative contribution of different prey to the diet of a consumer (Hopkins and
Ferguson, 2012; Parnell et al., 2010; Phillips and Gregg, 2003), circular statistics to quantify temporal and spatial changes in stable
isotope values (Schmidt et al., 2007) and metrics to quantify the
isotopic structure of a group of organisms (Layman et al., 2007a).
Specifically, the six metrics developed by Layman et al. (2007a)
were based on the position of organisms in a 2-D space (i.e. carbon
(!13 C) and nitrogen (!15 N) stable isotopes). These metrics included,
for instance, the convex hull area (TA: the smallest area filled by
all organisms), the ranges of isotope values (CR and NR representing the ranges of !13 C and !15 N) or the mean nearest neighbour
distance (NND) (Layman et al., 2007a). While some authors (e.g.
Hoeinghaus and Zeug, 2008) have argued that, under certain circumstances (e.g. comparison among sites with variable ranges of
stable isotope values of their putative resources), some metrics
might suffer from bias in the estimation of the trophic structure
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of community, these metrics have been successfully used to quantify, for instance, the impacts of habitat fragmentation (Layman
et al., 2007b), eutrophication (Rawcliffe et al., 2010) or the effects
of non-native species (Sagouis et al., 2015). Additional metrics have
subsequently been developed based on Bayesian approaches to
account for sample size effects and provide confidence intervals of
metrics quantifying the isotopic niche size and the level of overlap
between groups of organisms (e.g. Jackson et al., 2011; Swanson
et al., 2015). Despite these important advancements, methods to
quantitatively assess multiple aspects of isotopic diversity, notably
by including the abundance of organisms in the food webs, are
still lacking while being needed for a more integrative assessment
of isotopic diversity. Indeed, isotopic diversity indices calculated
based only on stable isotope values of organisms make the implicit
assumption that all organisms have the same contribution to isotopic diversity, which is unrealistic in natural ecological systems to
provide a comprehensive assessment of the multifaceted isotopic
diversity.
Methods developed by functional ecologists (Mouchet et al.,
2010; Villéger et al., 2008) to quantify functional diversity could
be adapted for stable isotope ecology. Indeed, functional diversity
is measured in a multidimensional space where axes represent
functional traits, i.e. complementary variables that describe the
ecological strategy of an organism (Mouillot et al., 2013). The functional diversity of a community is the distribution of its organisms
and of their relative dominance (density or biomass) in this multidimensional functional space (Villéger et al., 2008). Several metrics
have been developed to quantify the complementary facets of
functional diversity (Mouillot et al., 2013). In addition, metrics to
measure the functional similarity between several communities
(i.e. overlap in the functional space) have been proposed (Mason
et al., 2008; Villéger et al., 2008). All these functional diversity
metrics require identifying an organism coordinates in multidimensional functional space and, when possible, weighting each
point based on biomass, abundance, or other estimates of organism’s importance relevant to the question under investigation.
Here, we repurpose some functional diversity metrics based on
organisms functional traits into a set of isotopic diversity metrics
based on stable isotope values of organisms that complements
the framework developed by Layman et al. (2007a). These new
metrics are mathematically independent of the number of organisms used in the calculation and, importantly, they can account
for the abundance or biomass of organisms. They can be calculated
with more than two stable isotopes, potentially adding ecological
insights when elements such as, but not exclusively, hydrogen (!D),
sulfur (!34 S) or oxygen (!18 O) are used in conjunction with carbon
(!13 C) and nitrogen (!15 N) (Fry, 2006; Grey, 2006; Newsome et al.,
2007; Soto et al., 2013). In addition, we provide a procedure for
scaling stable isotope axes when quantifying isotopic diversity and
for quantifying the levels of isotopic overlap between two groups
of organisms.

2. Quantifying the complementary facets of isotopic
diversity
In this section, we present a set of metrics (Table 1 and Fig. 1)
to quantify different facets of isotopic diversity for a group of
organisms. The generic term “organisms” here refers to various
levels of biological organization following the question addressed;
mainly species within a community or individuals within a population. Organisms are represented by points and their positions
in the stable isotope space correspond to their stable isotope values for several elements (e.g. C, N, H, O, S). A weight could be
added to each of the points according to an organism abundance (or
biomass) in a population or a community. Organism weights can be

measured as the body mass of an individual compared to the total
biomass of a population, or as the relative number of individuals
(or relative biomass) of a species within a community. Here, isotopic metrics are illustrated using stable isotope values (!13 C and
!15 N) from a freshwater fish community sampled in a lake located
in South-western France and composed of 14 species (Cucherousset, unpublished data). Abundance data used here are the relative
biomass of each species within the community (Fig. 1 and SOM 1).
2.1. Isotopic divergence
Convex hull area (Layman et al., 2007a) measures only one facet
of the isotopic diversity (isotopic richness), i.e. the amount of isotopic space filled by a group of organisms. Therefore this index does
not take into account the distribution of points within the convex
hull and their weight. For instance, for a given amount of isotopic
space filled, most of the points (or most of their weight) could be
distributed near the borders of the convex hull or, at the opposite, at
its centre. Isotopic divergence IDiv could be measured based on the
functional divergence index (Villéger et al., 2008). IDiv is calculated
using the following formula:
IDiv =
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with, for each organism i [1,N], ıkxik is its value for stable isotope
k [1,SI] and wi is its weight (by default 1/N). V organisms are vertices of the convex hull. In other words, IDiv is computed according
to the sum of deviances (!d) and absolute abundance-weighted
deviances (!|d|) of distances between all organisms and the centre
of gravity of convex hull vertices.
IDiv is minimal (i.e. tends to 0) when most of the points (or
most of their weight) are close to the centre of gravity of the convex hull, i.e. when organisms with the most extreme stable isotope
value(s) (e.g. primary producers and/or top-predators) in a community are rare. IDiv tends to 1 when all the points (or their weight)
are located on the edges of the convex hull, i.e. when organisms
with the most extreme stable isotope value(s) dominate the food
web (Fig. 1c). IDiv is mathematically independent from the convex
hull area (Villéger et al., 2008). This was not the case of the previous
metrics proposed to measure divergence, such as the ‘mean nearest
neighbor distance—NND’ (Layman et al., 2007a), that are based on
distances between points and are thus positively correlated to isotopic richness (convex hull area). The introduction of large-bodied
invasive species with extreme trophic position (Cucherousset et al.,
2012b) is predicted to increase IDiv.
2.2. Isotopic dispersion
We propose an index of isotopic dispersion IDis, based on FDis
index (Laliberté and Legendre, 2010). This index measures the
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Table 1
Details on the stable isotope diversity and isotopic overlap (similarity and nestedness) metrics.
Name

Code

Unit [range]

R function

Adapted from

Isotopic divergence
Isotopic dispersion
Isotopic evenness
Isotopic uniqueness
Isotopic similarity
Isotopic nestedness

IDiv
IDis
IEve
IUni
ISim
ITurn

Unitless [0; 1]
As axes [0; +∞[*
Unitless [0; 1]
Unitless [0; 1]
Unitless [0; 1]
Unitless [0; 1]

IDiversity
IDiversity
IDiversity
IDiversity
IOverlap
IOverlap

Villéger et al. (2008)
Laliberté and Legendre (2010), Layman et al. (2007a)
Villéger et al. (2008)
Mouillot et al. (2013)
Villéger et al. (2011)
Villéger et al. (2013)

§

*

Since stable isotope values are usually expressed in ‰, this metric is expressed in ‰.
Note that when axes are scaled between 0 and 1, isotopic dispersion is unitless and ranges from 0 to 1.

weighted-deviation to the average position of points in the stable isotope space divided by the maximal distance to the centre of
gravity. IDis is calculated using the following formula:
IDis =
with
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IDis could be seen as a scaled multidimensional variance
accounting for both the convex hull area and the isotopic divergence. It is a generalization of the ‘centroid distance—CD’ metric
proposed by Layman et al. (2007a), which however did not account
for organisms weight, was not scaled between 0 and 1 and was
thus correlated to isotopic richness. IDis equals 0 when all organisms have the same stable isotope values and it increases to 1
when most of the points (or their weight) are far from the centre of gravity of the group of points, i.e. when organisms tend to
have contrasted stable isotope values (e.g. primary consumers and
top-predators with similar abundances in a community). Trophic
downgrading, i.e. the loss of large apex predatory species driven
by human-activities (Estes et al., 2011) that could cascade into an
increased biomass of herbivorous species, is for instance predicted
to decrease IDis.
2.3. Isotopic eveness
Isotopic divergence IDiv and isotopic dispersion IDis do not
consider the distance between all organisms, while assessing the
regularity in the filling of the convex hull by organisms and their
weight could be informative. We propose as an index of isotopic
evenness, IEve, that is derived from FEve (Villéger et al., 2008). It
quantifies the regularity in the distribution of organisms and of
their weight along the shortest tree that links all the points. IEve is
calculated using the following formula:
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and with l being a branch of the minimum spanning tree linking
organisms in the isotopic space (Fig. 1e).
IEve tends to 0 when most of organisms (or their weight) are
packed within a small region of the stable isotope space while a
few others are far from this cluster (e.g. most of species are strictly

herbivorous and there are only few predators in a community). IEve
tends to 1 when organisms are evenly distributed in the stable isotope space. IEve has some similarities with the ‘standard deviation
of the nearest neighbor distance—SDNND’ (Layman et al., 2007a).
However, compared to SDNND, IEve is mathematically independent from both the convex hull area and the isotopic divergence
while it accounts for organism weight. IEve is predicted to increase
when large predators are removed from ecosystems (e.g. trophic
downgrading; Estes et al., 2011), because the decrease of predator relative biomass and the increase abundance of herbivorous
species because of predation release should increase the proportion
of biomass at low trophic levels.
2.4. Isotopic uniqueness
We define isotopic uniqueness IUni as the inverse of the average isotopic redundancy. Isotopic redundancy reflects the average
closeness of organisms in the stable isotope space. For each organism, the distance to its nearest neighbour could be computed
and we propose as an index of isotopic uniqueness IUni, i.e. the
weighted-average of these distances divided by the maximal distance between two nearest neighbours. IUni is calculated using the
following formula:
IUni =
with
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This index equals 0 when each organism has at least one
organism with the same position in the stable isotope space (e.g.
communities made of species pairs with similar diets) or when
most of the weight belongs to organisms that are isotopically similar. The index tends to 1 when most of the organisms (or organisms
with the highest abundance) are isolated in the stable isotope space,
i.e. their stable isotope values are very different from all other
species (e.g. a freshwater invertebrate community with the most
abundant species being the only detritivorous species that consume allochthonous inputs such as terrestrial litter). Invasions of
freshwater invertebrates communities by crayfish, a species much
larger than most native invertebrates and that can consume terrestrial leaf litter (Larson et al., 2011) is predicted to increase IUni in
invaded invertebrates communities.
3. Measuring stable isotope overlap among groups of
consumers
Some ecological questions require comparing the position and
size of the isotopic niche between groups of organisms, i.e. their
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Fig. 1. Stable isotope values of freshwater fish species and illustration of the isotopic diversity metrics. (a) mean (±SD) of !13 C and !15 N values of each fish species. The two
axes have the same range of values to illustrate that !13 C range is greater than !15 N range, (b) species position in the isotopic space after scaling each stable isotope axis
(values ranging between 0 and 1), (c) isotopic divergence (IDiv) measures the distribution of organism importance within the border of the convex hull (green polygon) and is
computed using the distances between the points and the centre of gravity of the vertices (dashed lines to green diamond), (d) isotopic dispersion (IDis) is the weighted-mean
distance to the centre of gravity of all points (green square), (e) isotopic evenness (IEve) is the regularity of points (position and importance) along the shortest tree linking
all the points (green dendrogram) and (f) isotopic uniqueness (IUni) is measured as the weighted-mean of distances to nearest neighbour (black arrows). (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

overlap in the isotopic space. For instance, what is the isotopic overlap between juveniles and adults within a population or what is
the isotopic overlap between two groups of species within a community? Quantifying raw overlap using stable isotope analyses has

already been performed (e.g. Guzzo et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2012).
The simple way to quantify the closeness of two groups of points in a
multidimensional space is to computing the distance between their
centre of gravity, i.e. the distance between the weighted-average
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Fig. 2. Isotopic overlap metrics between two groups of organisms (red and blue,
respectively) in a two-dimensional isotopic space (!13 C and !15 N). Isotopic overlap
metrics are measured using the isotopic richness of the two groups (i.e. convex
hull volume represented by the red and blue areas, respectively) and the volume of
isotopic space they shared (i.e. volume of their intersection, delimited by the purple
line). Isotopic similarity is the ratio between the volume shared (purple area) and
the volume of the union of the two convex hulls (delimited by the dashed black line).
Isotopic nestedness is the ratio between the volume shared and the volume of the
smallest convex hull (here in blue). Isotopic overlap on each stable isotope axis is
illustrated by the overlap of the colored segments symbolizing range of values for
each group. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

position of each group in the stable isotope space. However, both
the shape and size of the volume filled by the points influence this
estimate and its values may not be directly comparable between
studies. Therefore, an informative assessment of isotopic overlap
has to be multidimensional and unitless. Here we propose to use
two complementary metrics derived from functional ecology that
are based on the volume of the intersection between two convex
hulls (Villéger et al., 2011, 2013).
The first index, i.e. isotopic similarity (ISim), is the ratio between
the volume of the intersection and the volume of the union of the
two groups of organisms in the stable isotope space (Villéger et al.,
2011) (Fig. 2). Isotopic similarity is calculated based on the formula:

ISim =

IRic(O1 ∩ O2 )
IRic(O1 ) + IRic(O2 ) + IRic(O1 ∩ O2 )

where IRic is the total convex hull area filled by organisms from the
two groups, IRic (O1 ) and IRic (O2 ), and the area of the intersection
between the two convex hulls IRic (O1 ∩ O2 ). ISim ranges from 0
(when the two groups of organisms fill totally different parts of the
stable isotope space, e.g. primary consumers and top-predators) to
1 (when they fill the same portion of the stable isotope space).
ISim is however influenced by the differences in size of the convex hull area of the two groups of organisms. For instance, if one
group has a very small convex hull area compared to the area filled
by the other group, their overlap will be low both when their intersection is null and when the group with the smallest convex hull
area is nested in the convex hull area of the second group. Therefore,
we propose a complementary index, isotopic nestedness (Ines),
which is the ratio between the volume of the intersection and the
minimal volume filled by a group (Fig. 2). Isotopic nestedness INes
is calculated using the following formula:
INes =

IRic(O1 ∩ O2 )
min(IRic(O1 ), IRic(O2 ))

It ranges from 0 when there is no isotopic overlap (e.g. when
comparing juveniles and adults of the same population when the
species displays a strong ontogenetic diet shift) to 1 when the group
with the lowest isotopic richness fills a subset of the isotopic space
filled by the group with the highest isotopic richness (e.g. the stable
isotope niche of non-native species in a subset of the stable isotope
niche of native species).
Stable isotope overlap metrics (ISim and INes) can also be quantified on each stable isotope axis separately using the range of
observed values for each stable isotope. These one-dimensional
metrics could help to further understand the determinants of
the multidimensional isotopic overlap. For instance, a null ISim
between two groups of organisms could result from the absence of
overlap on the !13 C axis, from the absence of overlap on the !15 N
axis or from the absence of overlap on both axes. ISim and INes were
developed here using the convex hull area (Layman et al., 2007a) to
quantify the isotopic niche size. While the convex hull area quantifies the entire isotopic niche and accounts for the importance of
organisms located at the edges of the niche, it can be affected by
sample size (e.g. Syväranta et al., 2013) and an approach based on
standard ellipse area has been developed to limit this issue (Jackson
et al., 2011). We think that these two approaches are in fact complementary, with standard ellipse area focusing on the centre of
the trophic niche while the convex hull area fully integrates the
importance of organisms located at the edges of the isotopic niche,
and that their use in conjunction can provide interesting ecological insights (e.g. Zhao et al., 2014; Sagouis et al., 2015). In addition,
it is important to notice that ellipse-based approaches make the
assumption that stable isotope values are normally distributed
(Jackson et al., 2011; Swanson et al., 2015). While we think that such
an assumption is likely to occur when investigating the isotopic
niche of individuals within a population, it is less realistic among
species within a community, notably because of the potentially
restricted number of species. Thus, measuring isotopic overlap
based on convex hull area is the most appropriated approach
when investigating overlap between two groups of species
(e.g. between two families or between native and non-native
species).

4. Measuring isotopic diversity in practice
4.1. Building an unbiaised stable isotope space
A potential bias that should be accounted for when quantifying
isotopic diversity is the difference in the ranges of values between
different stable isotopes (Fry, 2006; Hoeinghaus and Zeug, 2008).
For instance, !13 C and !15 N values can range over c. 14‰ and c. 5‰,
respectively (Solomon et al., 2011). In the freshwater fish community used as an example here, !13 C values ranged over 11.68‰ and
!15 N values ranged over 5.22‰ (Fig. 1). Moreover, these differences
in stable isotope ranges could be more important with the stable
isotope of hydrogen for which values often spanned over a range of
c. 100‰ (Cole and Solomon, 2012; Cole et al., 2011; Doucett et al.,
2007). While these differences are accounted for when computing mixing models or calculating food chain length, they can blur
the quantification of isotopic diversity as the axis with the largest
range will mathematically have more importance is the calculation
of the isotopic diversity metrics. For instance, in our example, !13 C
will contribute 2.24 (11.68/5.22) times more than !15 N to the calculation of the convex hull area (Fig. 3). Therefore, following the
approach used by functional ecologists (Villéger et al., 2008), we
recommend to compute stable isotope diversity metrics in a standardized multidimensional space where each axis is scaled to have
the same range (e.g. 0–1) for the each stable isotope (ık). This can
be easily done using the formula:
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Fig. 3. Effects of scaling stable isotope values on isotopic diversity metrics. Isotopic divergence (IDiv, illustrated as the distribution of points and of their weight within the
convex hull) was calculated on the same fish community considering raw stable isotope values (left, IDiv = 0.488) and after scaling each stable isotope values between 0 and
1 (right, IDiv = 0.729). In this example, IDiv is underestimated by a factor 1.5 when not scaling stable isotope values.

ıkst =

(ık − min(ık))
(max(ık) − min(ık))

which does not affect the distribution of the values but only their
unity (Fig. 3 and additional details in SOM 1).
The scaling procedure is intuitive when all the organisms that
are being considered for computing diversity indices have the same
set of potential trophic resources (e.g. different fish species in a
single ecosystem). When the research question aims at comparing stable isotope diversity spatially or temporally, it is frequent
that basal resources differ and/or have different stable isotope
values. In these cases, we suggest first to pool the stable isotope values of all organisms studied before scaling them to give
each isotope the same weight (instead of doing the scaling independently for each ecosystem). Such a procedure will guarantee
than the diversity of resources is accounted for in the computation of isotopic diversity. Importantly, depending of course upon
the question under investigation, variations in the stable isotope
values of basal resources could be perceived as a source of bias
when quantifying the trophic diversity of communities based on
stable isotope values since variations could be driven by nontrophic variations (Hoeinghaus and Zeug, 2008). In such cases,
we recommend to follow, for instance, the procedure used by
Quevedo et al. (2009) to transformed raw values of !15 N for fish
into trophic position according to the !15 N of their prey (see also
Vander Zanden et al., 1997) and raw values of !13 C into a proportion of reliance in littoral carbon based on the difference in stable
isotope values between the littoral and pelagic resources. This
approach is very similar to the framework developed by Newsome
et al. (2007) that consisted in transforming a ı-space into a pspace where the axes are the estimated dietary contribution of
different putative prey, although here the two axes are mathematically independent. These standardised axes should eventually
be scaled and all the stable isotope diversity metrics could subsequently be computed to compare metrics values across systems.
However, we think that environmental effects on stable isotope
values of basal resources (assuming that they have been quantified) that subsequently affect the isotopic diversity of consumers
and the associated metrics could provide insightful information in
some cases, for instance when investigating the impacts of humaninduced perturbations (e.g. Layman et al., 2007b; Evangelista et al.,
2014).

4.2. Using more than two stable isotopes
A very large majority of studies investigated the trophic ecology
of consumers using the stable isotopes of carbon (!13 C) and nitrogen (!15 N) jointly (Cucherousset et al., 2012b; Grey, 2006; Layman
et al., 2007a; Newsome et al., 2007). However, many other stable
isotopes (e.g. hydrogen !D, sulfur !34 S or oxygen !18 O) have an
ecological meaning (Fry, 2006; Grey, 2006; Newsome et al., 2007;
Soto et al., 2013), such as the quantification of the contribution
of terrestrial allochthonous subsidies to aquatic ecosystems (Cole
et al., 2011; Doucett et al., 2007; Solomon et al., 2011). Therefore,
we think that quantifying the whole breadth of isotopic diversity
will benefit from using a trophic space with more than two dimensions (i.e. more that two stable isotope ratios). The isotopic diversity
metrics presented here fit this requirement and can be calculated
in n-dimensions.
4.3. Accounting for the abundance of organisms
Previous stable isotope metrics do not account for the abundance (or biomass) of individuals in populations or of species in
communities and all organisms are assumed to have the same
importance (Layman et al., 2007a; Jackson et al., 2011). This is ecologically not realistic and food web ecologists have long recognised
that the abundance or biomass of organisms should be accounted
for (e.g. Huxel and McCann, 1998). For instance, as an individual
increases its body mass and size with ontogeny, energy requirements generally increase and stable isotope niche can change
though ontogenetic niche shift (e.g. Post, 2003; Zhao et al., 2014).
Therefore, weighting stable isotope values by the abundance or
the biomass of individuals in a population appears straightforward. Similarly, in communities, species highly differ in their
abundance and these differences are trophically-biased, i.e. species
biomass is not distributed similarly/equitably across trophic levels
in ecosystems (Trebilco et al., 2013). In addition, the distribution
of species across trophic levels could be affected by human activities, such as biological invasions (Cucherousset et al., 2012a) or
trophic downgrading (Estes et al., 2011). Therefore, accounting for
species biomass/abundance when quantifying isotopic diversity is
crucial. Four metrics presented above (namely isotopic evenness,
isotopic divergence, isotopic dispersion and isotopic uniqueness)
take into account the abundance or biomass of organisms in their
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Fig. 4. Effects of accounting for organism abundance on isotopic diversity metrics. Isotopic evenness (IEve, illustrated as the distribution of points on the shortest tree linking
them) was calculated on the same fish community without considering species biomass (i.e. all points have the same weight, left, IEve = 0.778) and with accounting for their
relative importance in the calculation (right, IEve = 0.516). In this example, IEve is overestimated by a factor 1.5 when not accounting for the relative biomass of species in
the community.

calculations. We thus advise to include the abundance or biomass
of organisms when this information is available, for instance when
interested in ecological questions related to the fluxes of energy
between trophic levels or changes in the structure of communities.
When abundance or biomass of organisms has not been estimated,
the isotopic metrics could still be computed but they should be
interpreted keeping in mind that their values reflect the implicit
hypothesis that each species has the same weight in the calculation
of the metric. For instance, isotopic evenness will tend to be higher
when abundance is unknown because all species will artificially
have the same weight (Fig. 4).
4.4. Accounting for intraspecific variabilty in stable isotope values
Commonly, the quantification of isotopic diversity of communities is computed using mean stable isotope values of each species
(e.g. displayed in Fig. 1a). Thus, intraspecific variability (i.e. variance of stable isotope values within each species) is not explicitly
accounted for in these analyses. This variance could be driven by
natural variability in the stable isotope values of individuals within
a population (e.g. trophic specialization, ontogenetic niche shift)
and also, generally to a lower extent, by measurement errors and/or
contamination during samples analyses. We suggest first to quantify the level of intraspecific variability compared to interspecific
variability. If intraspecific variability of stable isotope values is low
compared to interspecific differences, computing isotopic diversity using the mean stable isotope values of species is relevant.
If intraspecific variability is high for some species (e.g. coefficient of variation >1), we suggest that it should be accounted for
and several solutions are available. First, when a sufficient number of individuals have been sampled, the simplest solution is to
classify individuals into several “isotopic entities” (e.g. matching
age-classes; Zhao et al., 2014), and eventually to compute isotopic
diversity independently for each isotopic entity of the different
populations in the community. Second, isotope diversity metrics
could be computed after bootstrapping individuals within each
species (i.e. random selection of a subset of individuals), calculating
the mean stable isotope values for each iteration and computing
isotopic diversity metrics. This procedure would produce a high
number of isotopic diversity values that can eventually be summarized with a confidence interval. This approach is similar to the
Bayesian framework proposed by Jackson et al. (2011) that allows,

for instance, computing standard ellipse area (i.e. a type of isotopic richness) and the Layman metrics accounting for variability
between individuals (see details in Jackson et al., 2011). Isotopic
diversity metrics based on convex hull area (e.g. isotopic richness
of a population and isotopic similarity and nestedness between
species) are influenced by the number of individuals because of the
relationship between the number of points and the probability of
having extreme values and therefore higher convex hull area. One
should remember this relationship has some ecological meaning
and could vary in different contexts, and we also suggest comparing
these isotopic diversity metrics using species richness as a covariable in the analyses (Sagouis et al., 2015). The other metrics are
based on the distances between organisms in the isotopic space
and are a priori independent of the number of organisms (Villéger
et al., 2008). In most cases, the number of individuals analyses for
stable isotopes per species does not reflect the relative abundance
of species in the ecosystem but instead differences in sampling
effort and efficiency or financial limitation in the amount of samples analysed, and this notably true for the most rare and most
abundant species. Such differences in the number of individuals per
species should be corrected before computing isotopic richness of
each species. This could be done using a bootstrap procedure for
each species, i.e. randomly subsampling a given number of individuals of each species and computing isotopic diversity metrics
on these subsets of individuals (e.g. Zhao et al., 2014). An example of such a bootstrapping approach is provided in Appendix S2.
Bayesian approach could also be used here (see details Jackson et al.,
2011).

5. Discussion
Following the framework initially developed by Layman et al.
(2007a), and transferring the multidimensional space framework
developed for measuring functional diversity (Mouillot et al., 2013),
we propose here additional tools for ecologists interested in stable
isotope ecology. As a solution for ecologists interested in computing trophic diversity metrics, we provide a set of R functions to
compute these isotopic metrics as Supplementary Online Materials (Table 1, “si div” R file in SOM 1 and associated example). These
functions could be used with multiple types of input data (e.g. raw
stable isotope values, transformed data, scaled data). In addition
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to isotopic diversity metrics values these, functions also provide
graphical outputs (Figs. 1–3).
The new metrics proposed here are complementary to
stable isotope metrics previously developed (e.g. isotopic richness), adding multidimensional, abundance-weighted and unitless
indices to the toolbox of stable isotope ecologists. Such informative and uncorrelated metrics are needed for a comprehensive
description of the multifaceted isotopic diversity and we argue
that this is the first step towards a better understanding of the
linkage between biodiversity, food-web structure and ecosystem
functioning and the ecological consequences of human-induced
perturbations. First, these metrics will offer a unique opportunity
to make stable isotope more operational as ecological indicators
to assess how each facet of isotopic diversity responds to different
types of anthropogenic disturbances (e.g. non-random addition or
removal of species in communities, changes in resources availability). For instance, the addition of piscivorous fish in a community
where native predator are initially absent is predicted to increase
isotopic richness, isotopic divergence and isotopic evenness, while
the introduction of omnivorous species is predicted to decrease
isotopic evenness and divergence. Second, we think that these
metrics could subsequently be used to disentangle the relationships between trophic diversity and ecosystem functioning. It
should be noticed that the first step towards this achievement
is the assessment of the context-dependency of the relationship
between isotopic diversity and ecosystem functioning, notably
through meta-analyses on large datasets to identify which isotopic diversity facets are the most important for a given ecosystem
function (e.g. energy flows, primary production, nutrient cycling)
and through the quantification of isotopic diversity in reference
ecosystems with good ecological status to serve as a baseline for
bioindication.
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